Pin your shoe on Pete the Cat

Pete the Cat loves his brand-new white shoes! Design your own shoe and pin it as close to Pete’s front paw as you can. Then he’ll keep walking along and singing his song.

How to Play:

1) With an adult, carefully cut out each shoe from the sheet provided.

2) Have each player decorate his or her shoe with crayons, markers, or colored pencils.

3) Hang the Pete the Cat poster on a wall somewhere within reach of all players.

4) Put a small piece of tape on the back of each shoe.

5) One at a time, each player should be blindfolded and spun around five times.

6) The player then tries to walk to the Pete the Cat poster with his or her shoe and places it as close to the outstretched front paw as possible.

7) At the end, the shoe closest to Pete the Cat’s paw is the winner!